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The Aesthetics of Theology in the Poetry of Gregory of Nanziazus

Christos Galiotos

Introduction

The aesthetic dimension in Gregory's poetic narratives and rhetorical passages will allow us to examine
how he formulated the aesthetics of theology. The Aristotelian antecedence and Neoplatonic strands that
influenced Gregory's articulation of theological/didactic verse permitted him to strive for a blending of
elements in his versification of Christian theology: 'the interweaving into a pattern which has a classical
epic basis of strands of vocabulary and allusion drawn from other forms of Greek verse and from
classical and biblical prose'.1

Gregory the Theologian (329-389 A.D.) does not construct his aesthetics of theology as an essentially
stylistic or tropological criticism of orthodox doctrine. There are allusive references to classical writers, yet

the central focus of his writings was to express the nature of Divinity and other theologems (i.e. doctrines
that had not been endorsed as yet in an ecumenical synod) within a new, innovative and evolving
theological framework. The fluidity of the new theological framework within which Gregory constructs his
aesthetic notion of theology entails the convergence of classical and biblical content, not as mere
Homeric versification of Christian theology. The new element that Gregory introduced in his poetic corpus
was that of lyricism: praise-poetry that seeks to sing the aesthetic beauty and originality of Divinity, both
as lyric poet and theologian. Though Gregory has his roots deep in the epic tradition, he uses these epic
features of praise-poetry to articulate a poetic elaboration of dogmatic theology.

The presentation of Gregory's aesthetic argumentation in his poems, from an Aristotelian understanding

of Rhetoric, has received minimal attention in Nazianzene scholarship to date. How the Homeric
formulae, rhetorical tropes and vocabulary were woven into Gregory's poetic texts will be of interest in our
exploration of the aesthetic. From the mid-nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century there was a
flourishing interest (shown by scholars of different disciplines and for various reasons usually other than
the literary) in Gregorian studies. The primary focus of Nazianzene scholarship had tended to focus on
the dogmatic or strict theological contribution of Gregory the Theologian. Research was done in the form
of general works on Gregory's poetry as a whole, or on its major sections (didactic/dogmatic,
autobiographical/historical, moral poems).2

The most significant theme to arise from Gregorian studies is the intricate interpenetration of philosophy,
rhetoric and theology in the works of Gregory Nazianzen. 3'Most of the monographs that devote
considerable attention to rhetoric in the Gregorian corpus emphasise the rhetorical techniques
Nazianzen employed'.4 The equivocal stance that Gregory assumed between Greek philosophical

systems and Christian thought is relayed in Rosemary Radford Ruether's book,Gregory of Nazianzus:

Rhetor and Philosopher.5 Ruether develops Gregory's ambivalent stance towards sophistic and classical
education, particularly the discipline of rhetoric that was employed in his conversion of Hellenism into
Christian theology.6

More recently, the work done my Frederick W. Norris, Faith Gives Fullness To Reasoning, is a
theological commentary of Gregory's Five Theological Orations. Norris provides a historical, theological
and rhetorical commentary of the orations demonstrating how Gregory borrowed many of his formulaic
expressions and rhetorical schemes from his Greek counter-parts. Norris attested that Gregory's
appreciation towards Greek philosophy and rhetoric was not always a negation of the Greek Tradition in
light of the Christian faith. The influence of Stoic logic seems to have influenced Gregory's usage of logic



via earlier Christian thinkers like Clement of Alexandria and Origen. 7 The dependence of the Theologian
upon 'Aristotle's understanding of the relationship between logical syllogisms and rhetorical enthymemes
seldom if ever appears as clearly in earlier Christian literature'.8 Gregory was able to incorporate aspects
of Stoic logic and an Epicurean view of language within the Hermogenian rhetoric of his age. The
Theologian is not 'the powerful metaphysican whom one discovers in reading the attacks of Nyssa and
Marius Victorinus on later Arians'.9 Gregory is however a skilful Christian orator and 'a talented
philosophical rhetorician' who was able to articulate 'an inductive rhetorical approach to theological
argument and exegesis'.10 Despite the rhetorical-theological orientation of Norris' commentary, the
theological contribution of Gregory's orations still remains the dominant focus of the analysis. The
development of a rhetorical theology that Gregory, along with Basil of Caesarea and Chrysostom
formulated in their Christian writings, gave these Christian exegetes the status of the Christian hierarchs
of orthodox doctrine.11

Gregory of Nazianzus is one of the first Christian poets to make a systematic contribution to early
Christian hymnography. As noted above, the blending of elements, from classical and biblical sources,
developed from a pre-existing Greek and early Christian pedigree. Frangeskou has provided Gregorian
studies with a detailed commentary of where Gregory's poetry is situated in the history of Greek and
early Christian hymnography. The first literary hymns were written in hexameters, the meter of epic
poetry, and were, as Frangeskou says 'recited in the competitions to the accompaniment of kithara by

bards or rhapsodes at games [agones], or at the god's festival'.12 Frangeskou says: 'Hexameter hymns

could also be used by rhapsodes as preludes [prooimia ] to a recital of epic poetry'.13 In terms of early
Christian hymnography, Gregory's poetry falls into her first category 'quantitative hymns' (personal or
anonymous). 14 Frangeskou's commentary is of a literary nature underling any common or rare features
or topics of Greek pagan and early Christian hymns which are used in Gregory's poems. Scholarly
consideration is given to meter and rhythmical verse but no discussion is given for Gregory's concept of
the aesthetic.

The recent research done by Sykes has provided Gregorian studies with a detailed linguistic and

theological analysis of the eight hexameter poems, referred to as the Arcana Series.15 Sykes' detailed

semantic analysis of the Greek words in the eight dogmatic poems (Poemata Arcana) traces the Greek
origins of key words in the text that usually originated in the language of Homeric and Callimachus and
from Christian sources. The contribution made by Sykes' literary appreciation of Gregory's didactic verse
has demonstrated how Gregory was able to utilise his classical education in conjunction with the Old
and New Testaments in constructing a homogenous whole.16 Sykes has demonstrated that Gregory's
poetry was not the composition of pious Christian verse but the mastery of Homeric and Hellenistic
poetry. Sykes discusses the 'impression of a blending of elements' in Gregory's poetry, with formulaic
expressions that are drawn from 'Greek philosopher or the Septuagint or the New Testament'.17 The
competence of didactic verse 'which had always shown itself amenable to the incorporation of diction
taken from diverse, and even apparently alien sources' demonstrates Gregory's mastery of classical
culture for the versification of Christian theology. Making the intertextual references of Homeric
terminology became an important development in Nazianzene scholarship, because the literary context
out of which Gregory adopted and modified his vocabulary and system of imagery is documented. The
Homeric structure of the poems is indicated, but more in terms of thematic structure rather than the

rhetorical effect. This was where Sykes' research prepares the way for the methodological approach of
my literary analysis on the Gregorian corpus.

I will examine various passages from Gregory's poetic and oratorical corpus from a literary perspective,
analysing the argumentation and syllogistic logic with the theory of rhetorical criticism. Gregory has been
analysed and interpreted for too long as a theologian who articulates Christian theology. What I purport
to do in my literary analysis of his poems, is to examine Gregory as a lyric poet: one who sings to the
Divinity like Homer and other Hellenistic poets who wrote hymns and sang odes of supplication,
augmentation and rhetorical persuasion. Gregory's poetry is therefore conceived as doxology: a praise of
the divine nature of Godhead. It was via the route of poetic elaboration of Christian theology that Gregory

was able to articulate the first principles (or axiomata ) of the Christian faith. The literary devices, the
rhetorical schemes and the system of imagery that Gregory developed in order to speak about the
aesthetic in Divinity and creation is what this article explores. It demonstrates how Gregory was able to
speak about the unspeakable mysteries of Divinity [ΤαΑπόρρητα ] via his appreciation of the aesthetic.

The Theological background to Gregory's conception of the Aesthetic



Gregory's conception of the aesthetic in creation (including humanity) was experienced in his daily
contacts and contemplative practices of the world. The concept of what constituted beauty or the sublime
or Divinity was not confined to the external world alone. There was a deep parallel to be discovered when
one moved inwardly towards their heart-centre. Beauty was an attribute given by the Creator-God and
was to be perceived both in creation and in the wealth of the human soul. The beauty of the human soul
enables the human person to have a clearer perception of the sublime. The cosmos is immersed with the
divine signature of the Creator-God, if and when the human soul has been purified by silence,
contemplation and moral conduct that are representative of Christian spirituality and morality. The accent
that Gregory places on mental sobriety [nepsis] and contemplative silence [hesychia] become central in
his axiomatic and axiological evaluation of the aesthetic in creation.

The syncretic philosophical milieu that influenced all genres of Gregory's prolific writings lends itself to
the semantic wealth of the Greek terms and concepts that he chose. Gregory's construction of a

theoretical framework within which to perceive, evaluate and experience the aesthetic does not exist per

se. In order to uncover the theological notion of the aesthetic, in Gregory's writings, one is faced with the
mammoth task of attempting to discover a carefully developed theory of the aesthetic. One is
immediately confronted with the historical fact that, despite the abundance of his poetic, epistolary and
rhetorical texts, not a single treatise has dealt exclusively with his notion of the aesthetic. This does not
suggest that the poet did not have his own concept of what constitutes the aesthetic and what
merit-value he chose to ascribe upon his theological notion of the aesthetic. The relationships between
the aesthetic and art and between beauty and creation were clearly theological issues that the lyric poet
was engage with, as we will see below. The literary scholar is soon left to deduce from the absence of a
treatise on the aesthetic that the concept and experience of the aesthetic was interwoven throughout his
texts. The concept of the aesthetic becomes pertinent to all, or, at least, to most of his writings, finding its
unique expression in the context of the text involved. As Gregory was dealing with theological, ethical or
biographical details, the aesthetic found a unique expression in the context of the particular thematology
that was being expounded.

The concept of the aesthetic lends itself to an appreciation of the Logos in all manifestations of the

created order. Gregory's concept of the aesthetic is logocentric: the aesthetic is perceived through the
prism of the resurrected Logos (i.e. Christ). Gregory perceived and experienced the beauty of creation

and the human soul in his daily practice [praxis] of life. With his heightened spiritual awareness and
perspicacity, Gregory was able to reveal the aesthetic in an original way. The most contrite or mundane
of human endeavours or experience become for the poet a source of inspiration to praise beauty and

imitation. Imitation is linked to the Pauline notion of mimesis, to imitate the example of Christ's life and
teachings. The aesthetic becomes tangible and legible in creation when one has begun to purify the soul
from all its carnal vices. The human soul that is immersed in unorthodox spiritual practices brings
dissonance and disharmony to the goodness of the soul. Such disharmony dis-empowers the soul from
seeing and experiencing the aesthetic. The beauty of the human soul enables the poet to speak about
the value-merits and the criteria in aesthetics from a theological perspective predominantly.

The predominance of a theological perspective on the concept of the aesthetic must not lead us to
believe that the aesthetic is purely religious. It must be borne in mind that Gregory was above all a lyric
poet and a brilliant rhetorican. Gregory's aesthetic was imbibed in the created order. Since the Logos
became Incarnate, the Incarnate-Logos was inscribed as the One who has renewed all of creation. The
trace or imprint of Divinity was discernible in all manifestations of creation. One must not be hasty in their
judgement to insinuate that the aesthetic for Gregory was merely the corporeal and tangible. There was
definitely a strong emphasis on the aesthetic in creation and in the beauty of the anatomy of the human
body. Nonetheless, the aesthetic had an esoteric aspect as well. Gregory's concept of the aesthetic has
an esoteric aspect that emanated from the Christian spirituality of his age. The spirituality of his age was
deeply influenced by the monastic movements of his time. The accent that he placed on spirituality and
contemplative practices indicates the matrix out of which his concept of the aesthetic took shape and
form.

The kind of aesthetics that we are examining in Gregory's writings is predominantly Aristotelian in origin.

The emphasis placed on the concept mimesis or imitation becomes central to the theological

construction of the term. Gregory was influenced by Aristotle's Rhetoric and Topics that as a
philosophical system influenced his dialectic method and syllogistic reasoning. The semantic difference

in the terms mimesis was not only in an innovative creation [poiesis] of commonplaces or even new
theological doctrines. The newness of Gregory's dogmatic theology was already evident in the three



centuries prior to his existence, yet he was able to articulate a new theological discourse beyond the
theological (and at times political) boundaries expressed by his contemporaries. Gregory's mimesis was
not limited or reduced to syllogistic reasoning and premises. Mimesis was a proclamation of Divinity, an
encomium or narrative about theological themes that sought to sing of the incomparable brilliance of
Divinity or Godhead.

Gregory formulated the aesthetic in terms of poetic styles, structures and motifs, not in terms of poetic

analogy. The concept of the aesthetic was directly related to the concept of rhythm [rythmos] that carried
a plethora of semantic and linguistic repercussions in its conventional usage. Rhythm, as a merit-value of
Gregory's aesthetic, was organically related to the finer qualities and spiritualistic attributes of the human
soul. Poetic rhythm was another feature of the lyricism that Gregory constructs in his poetic expression of
the Christian faith. Within the matrix of the human soul, essentially a non-physical attribute of humanity,
it makes manifest the goodness, the beautiful and the aesthetic via ascetical practices of Orthodox

spirituality, particularly notions of contemplative silence [hesychia ] and mental sobriety [nepsis]. Struck
with the voluminous nature of Gregory's writings, discerning the aesthetic signals a direct connection
with values of morality and spirituality. The sense of rhythm in a person's soul becomes the divine-like
ornament that divinises and sanctifies the entire being of the human person: a psychosomatic and
pneumatic metamorphosis. The metamorphosis that begins in the soul denotes the divine scheme or
form upon the person's soul that in term expands exponentially into the person's life and relationships. It
is in relationships that the human person acquires his identity. No aspect of the human person's being
can remain immune to this metamorphosis. The aesthetic permeates the whole spectrum of existence in
Gregory's grand schema of the aesthetic.

I will make a brief linguistic observation at this point of the word metamorphosis, since it has an
axiological purpose in Gregory's concept of the aesthetic. As the semantic meaning of the word

meta-morphosis indicates, the person changes form [morphe]. But change is taken to mean not alteration

[alloiosis] or minor adjustment, because then the person remains essentially the same. Metamorphosis
denotes a radical transformation of the human being into a completely new and renewed being: a
metamorphosis that subsumes the previous existence and declares it as nil. The new state or form of the
human being supersedes and replaces its former existence. For Gregory, the metamorphosis of
humanity begins internally and later becomes manifest on a more external and sensuous level.

It would not be an overstatement to declare Gregory's construction of the aesthetic as being primarily
theological, because everything was perceived, interpreted and evaluated under the prism of the
Incarnation and Resurrection. The Incarnation was not only a soteriological event in human history, it was
a completely new creation of both humanity and the created order alike: all was re-created, renewed and
replenished with the redemptive grace of the Logos.

Gregory's Literary Style in his construction of the Aesthetic

The literary and rhetorical styles that Gregory deployed in the construction of the aesthetic do not detract
from the richness of his poetic writings. The literary devices and rhetorical structures that he chose to
articulate his concept of the aesthetic demonstrate a lyric poet who was heavily engaged with the
implications of the aesthetic. The poetic style and Homeric language that Gregory chose to construct his
dogmatic, moral, historical and autobiographical poetry did not have a theory of the aesthetic as a
distinct subtopic or category. As a lyric poet, Gregory contrived his theory of the aesthetic or beauty
throughout his prolific writings. The genre and the content imbibed a creative response on behalf of the
poet when he came to explain his relationship with the cosmos and Divinity. To discern the intimate
relationship that the poet had and experienced with the beauty of creation, one often has to see beyond
the text. The aesthetic evaluation of beauty begins from the goodness of the human soul. The
appreciation of the poet's mental, spiritual and moral qualities was where he chose to begin his concept
of the aesthetic. Gregory's aesthetic orientation was initially an inward movement into the sanctuary of
the soul. By discerning his own uniqueness and beauty as a reflection of Christ's divine grace, he was
then able to perceive his world in a different light.

The lens through which Gregory perceived the aesthetic in life was that of Christian asceticism and
contemplation. As noted above, the aesthetic does not form a sole category or a specific treatise
dedicated to the topic exclusively. The concept of the aesthetic and its relationship with poetry, creation
and theology was not developed in any particular piece of Gregory's writing. Rather, the organic
relationship between art and poetry, the aesthetic and theology is discernible throughout his writings.



Gregory's value judgments and merit-values of the aesthetic are embedded in his poetic and oratorical
writings predominately. Many Old Testament 'types' and New Testament 'antitypes' are embodied within
his texts. Like the rhetoric of biblical literature, Gregory's poetic and oratorical writings are in line with
apocalyptic or revelatory writings understood as authoritative proclamations of the truth, rather than
denoting a demonstrative or proving function.18 The aesthetic not only broached theological and ethical
aspects, it was indispensable to the poet's poetic articulation of onto-theology and Christian morality.
Even in biographical writings, the concept of the aesthetic was related to the concept of 'the beautiful', as
will be shown below. He resisted the temptation of severing beauty or aesthetics from treatises or poems
on mystical theology and Christian morality. Even in his moral poems, notions of the aesthetic are woven
into the poetic narratives. The theological thematology of his poetry that deals with the virginal bride of
Christ,19 the angelic powers, Christ's Incarnation, virginity,20 marriage, 21 Christian virtues of wisdom,
22 love, purity23 and friendship 24 are all tarnished with an aesthetic appreciation of beauty. The
profound anthropological dimension to Gregory's concept of the aesthetic adds a new dimension to his
argumentation.

The aesthetic was discernible in the spiritual qualities of the human soul. Choosing poetry as his genre
and artistic speech as his style of speaking about theology and morality, an organic link between the
aesthetic or art and theology begins to emerge. Gregory's choice of literary style, hexameter hymns in
Homeric Greek, indicates a deeper significance of the aesthetic and artistic speech in Christian verse.
Homeric poetry, with all its rhetorical structures and formulaic devices of verse meter, rhyme, alliteration,
fixed epithets, parallel and chiasmic structures, ring-forms, and the like make verse the most artistic and
direct way of conventionalising words for communication. 25 What follows below are a selection of
abstracts from Gregory's writings that deal with different aspects of the aesthetic. I have explored the
aesthetic and its relationship with beauty, art, poetry and theology through a thematic approach of the
literature.

The Aesthetics of Theology in Gregory's writings

The aesthetic and poetic dimensions of Gregory's poetry are closely entwined. The aesthetic is related to
what is good [kalon] or beautiful, not in a Neoplatonic, Philonic or Plotinian sense of the One. The
Plotinian One or Absolute may be equated with the Platonic Good. For Plato, the Forms are not
universals; they are real existent parts of Being. In other words, the Forms or Being are finite and limited.
The Forms are finite; they could not exist if they were not finite.26 The Good, for Plato, is the One that is
beyond the Forms in some sense, 'beyond being'. What Plato could not postulate was an infinite Being.
The 'beyond Being' of Plato must mean a finite being in some way beyond other beings.27 The One, for
Plotinus, is superior precisely at this point: it has no limit. It is by otherness and difference [ετερότης,
διαφορά] that the Forms and other beings are separate from the One, yet there is no otherness
[ετερότης] in the One itself. For Plotinus (as for Gregory on Divinity), however, although the One is
ineffable there is nevertheless a great deal to be said about it. Plotinus describes the One, as,'primarily
itself and itself in a way that transcends finite Being'.28 It becomes a perilous enterprise when
philosophical terms, in this case, Platonic and Neoplatonic concepts, are indiscreetly interpreted within
theological works.

The aesthetics of theology in Gregory's writings and poetry conceived of Divinity not as a Plotinian One,
who is nonetheless unnamable, limitless and immutable. For Gregory, the Divinity is One yet Three, with
three Persons that have three different modes of existence: The Father is timeless and begetter of the
Son, the Son is eternally begotten and the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father. The passage quoted
below is taken from the first poem in the series of Dogmatic Poems, entitled 'On First Principles':

The one God is without beginning, without cause, not circumscribed by anything existing
before or in time to come. He encompasses eternity, he is infinite, the great Father of the
great and excellent Son, his only-begotten, the Father who experiences through the Son
nothing pertaining to the flesh, since he is Mind. There is one other who is God, though not
other in point of Godhead, the Word of God. He, the living image of his Father, is alone Son
of the only God ... There is one Spirit, God from the good God.29

For the Theologian, the good or beautiful can be related to all aspects of life and nature. The good has a
profound role to play since theology and theologians are called to transform the mundane or everyday
situations into something sacred and pure. In the rhetorical passage below, taken from oration 27, an
invective against the chief representative of Neo-Arianism, Eunomius, provides a rhetorical juxtaposition



of what is diametrically opposed to the good, and what the good is as well, in a variety of spheres of life.

So that I do not prevent you from continuously remembering to theologize, on the one hand,
like irreverent Christians, but I do preclude the theological nonsense that you talk, nor am I
against teaching, but the lack of moderation. The beehive, on the one hand being filled and,
on the other, causing a young boy to vomit, albeit it is honey, there is an opportune time for
everything, as to me Solomon thinks, and the good is not good, when it is not done in a good
way [το καλόν ου καλόν, όταν µή καλως γίνηται] (just like a flower in winter is completely
unseasonable, and for women to behave in a manly manner in society, or for men to behave
in a womanly fashion, and thus mourn for our natural geometry, and also to drink tears) for in
these practices we only dishonour our time, which is honourable in timely action. 30

The good has a key role to play in the articulation of Christian theology,(especially dogmatic theology),

since its task is to formulate the first principles (or axioms) of the Christian faith. The vice in the art of
theologizing is nonsense, literally to talk in an untimely and improper setting. The aesthetics of theology
require not only a poetics of faith or lyric verse, a requisite that would confine itself to aspects of
stylistics. Aesthetics in theology is timely action or expression that must accompany the works. Even the
honey from a beehive that is sweet tasting, pure and often therapeutic can have adverse repercussions if
misused. In Neoplatonic philosophy, the bee became a symbol for any pure, chaste being, of souls
coming to birth. 31The good is not something only transcendent; the good is also immanent. Gregory
says elsewhere:

with a clear mind we can clearly see the truth [in this highest grade on initiation], and this is
the pay that we discover about the good of our tiresome action, the most perfect from this
world to the other of participation [µετουσίαν] and contemplation [θεωρίαν] of the good, which
will in the end initiate our books and souls into the divine mysteries, will decree us as
theologians. 32

Here one detects a strong Neoplatonic resonance of the mystical association of the Good with Divinity.
The Good may be synonymous for Divinity in this passage, but what Gregory understands to be Divinity
and Godhead is different to the neoplatonic rendering of the word. Participation and contemplation of the
good, themselves neoplatonic words and ideas, become both the medium and goal for the theologians.

The poetic passage below taken from Gregory's moral poems, describes the movement in the joints of
the human anatomy as being rhythmical or aesthetic. The accent put on rhetorical amplification becomes
pertinent in the rhetorical construct of the poem. The lyric poet is at once predisposed at experiencing
and singing to the aesthetic:

The smell of myrrh brings delights to me, hymns,

made by the clapping of hands and the striking of feat, rhythmical

Movement of the joints, gracious symmetry of the organs.33

What can be extracted from this poetic passage includes, perhaps, the following. First, the joints in the
body along with the sounds associated with the rhythmical movement of the hands and feet when used
together, signal a sign of the aesthetic in the divine creation of humanity. The covert argument that is
implicit in the passage is that 'God's nature can be perceived in the things that have been made'. 34 This
is met with the assertion of the 'gracious symmetry of the organs' that connotes a divine Creator. The
poetic narrative has the Incarnation of Christ as the subtext within which the value-merits of the aesthetic
are developed. It was the divine economy of the Son's Incarnation and Resurrection that infused divine
grace and sweet-smelling ointments, like myrrh, to characterise the aesthetic or beauty of humanity.
Indeed, a few verses down from the above passage, the poet makes the authoritative proclamation of
Christ being the source of everything that is sweet smelling and pleasant to the sense of smell. Gregory
says: 'The soul that is of the same mind of what is meant/ knows that the myrrh of everything is the most
sweet-smelling fragrance of Christ'. 35 In rhetorical terms this excerpt is an enthymeme: a syllogism that
is developed with a supportive verse or statement. Symmetry and rhythmical movement become two
merit-values that the poet ascribed to his conception of the aesthetic. The sounds and melodies created
by the rhythmical movements of the hands and feet are consigned not as sheer 'sound' but as melody: a
melody of the organs.36



The poet was inscribing upon the anatomy of the human body elements of his aesthetic criteria and was
not suggesting that the aesthetic was something devoid from personal and aesthetic experience. The
aesthetic criteria are not linked to the external properties of the object, in this case, the human body, but
in the theological presupposition that humanity was created 'in the image and likeness of God'. The
enlightened soul that is able to discern the divine image in humanity is then able to have an aesthetic
experience when experiencing the rhythmical movement and symmetry of the joints in the body. Christ
becomes the prototype, the original image through which the aesthetic is experienced in the kinesiology
of bodily movement. It is revealing that the aesthetic or beauty of humanity is not only limited to the
sense of smell the sweet fragrance of myrrh but is also identified with aspects of musical composition

and consonance, as 'hymns'. The plural form of the Greek word for hymns [asmata] connotes a sense of
pleasure, an aesthetic pleasure of musicality derived from the movements of the joints. Indeed, the
musical aspect of the movement of the joints in not only aesthetically pleasing for the poet, it is
conceived in the same vein as an array of hymns. If we were to probe the aesthetic experience of the lyric
poet further, we could surmise that his validation of the aesthetic in the human body is an externalization
of the musicality of the poet's soul. The aesthetic begins from a visual perception of the human body that
animates and stirs up the senses of smell, sight and listening. The tune of this rhythmical movement is
hymnal and psalmodic in Gregory's aesthetic experience of the kinaesthetic dimension of the human
anatomy.

The criteria of Gregory's aesthetic judgments are dependant upon the three theological presuppositions

of Orthodox theology. First, that God created the cosmos out of nothing [ex nihilo] and therefore, since
he created the cosmos out of nothing, he created the cosmos out of absolute love. Second, God created
humanity in 'the image and likeness' of God. The image of God is given or granted by God to humanity;
it is an innate 'image' in the soul of humanity, whilst the 'likeness' must be attained through ascetic

struggles, purity, enlightenment and finally, divinisation [theosis] . Third, that the activities or energies of
God are distinguished from his divine essence. The divine energies can be known and may be
experienced by humanity, yet God's divine essence remains unknown and inaccessible to humanity. The
theological schema outlined above permeates the aesthetic criteria and experience that the poet ascribed
upon humanity and creation.

The abstract below is taken from the second subsection of Gregory's poems, the poems that deal

explicitly with issues pertaining to Christian morality. The specific poem is entitled 'An Exhortation to

Virgins' and the passage quoted below functions as a prescript to the poem:

On this account imitate Syrakousion

for he only used poetic rhythms and legs,

poetic analogy he despised. 37

The poetic prescript to the poem sets the type-scene for the exposition on Christian morality that is to

follow. The exhortation to 'imitate' the Syrakousion, a code word for Christ, is indicative of the theological
texture that the poetic narrative represents. The merit-values of Gregory's aesthetic judgements are

linked to the action of imitation of Syrakousion . The internal qualities that one gains in imitating Christ
exercised an inherent attribute of the aesthetic. Representative of Gregory's notion of imitation, as an
inherent merit-value of the aesthetic, was the Christocentric perspective of evaluating beauty. The

aesthetic emphasis this time is not solely on observation but more on imitation [mimesis], imitating the
divine and intellectual qualities of the Incarnate-Logos.

The poem expounds on how to live a pure and virginal life that is connected with the radiance of Divinity.
The poet's notion of purity in the narrative denotes mental awareness and synergy with the divine mind:
'As the [human] mind becomes connected the [divine] mind in the divine harmony'. 38 The tone of the
poem is auxetic, functioning as an encomium to the Christ via the Bride of Christ, the Virgin Mary. The
Bride of Christ is exhorted 'to glorify your groom forever'.39 From the first line in the exordium, the auxetic
force of the phrase 'to glorify your groom forever' amplifies the centrality of Christ in the narrative. Hence,
the tone of the poetic narrative is, horatory, depicting the Virgin Mary as the pinnacle of Christian
chastity. The literary structure of the poetic text draws many parallelisms between Christ's life and the life
of a celibate. Nine verses down from the prescript mentioned above, the poet makes the authoritative
proclamation that humanity 'brings with itself the ray of the pure Trinity'. 40In the mystical language of
the poetic narrative, the poet transforms the pure and virginal life of whoever chooses to live a celibate



life from an ascetical practice of abstinence and bodily purity to a nuptial union or marriage with Divinity.
The chastity of ascetics and monastics goes beyond the boundaries of conventional marriage; the
monastic or celibate person is able to conjoin with the divine radiance of Divinity and achieve a mystical
marriage ordained by divine law.

The notion of imitation in Homeric Greek carried more profound semantic connotations than the word has
today. Imitation was not a blind reduplication of someone else's behavioural patterns. Imitation was more
a poetic and creative imitation or presentation of a prototype. In this case, Christ is the one to be imitated
with all the divine radiance of Divinity. In a biographical passage written by Gregory the Elder, the father
of Gregory the Theologian, we are given another glimpse on the validity that the creative act of imitation
had on Gregory's life:

... so then what other debt do these memorable words demand,

also towards Gregory's honour [by praise] and my exceedingly

incitement both fatherly and despotically, encouraging him on the way of

obedience and not threatened by drunkedness, and in exchange he

received his birth and daily nourishment from me,

but it is against the law of God and nature to commit such

an indiscretion on behalf of our virtue, or, to bring forward and examine his life,

if he urged many people into the act of imitation [mimesin ] and will

not permit the good [to kalon ] to become devoid of its properties, due to

daily changes and innovations. 41

From the biographical passage above, a few preliminary comments can be made on how Gregory's
father (the Elder) saw his son engaged with 'the act of imitation' and not permitting 'the good to become
devoid of its properties'. The father's admiration for Gregory the Theologian is emphatic. The 'act of
imitation' that the biographical text eludes us to is the imitation of Christ's life. Imitation of Christ's life was
not conceived as pharisaic observance of Christ's example and laws. The act of imitation implied
aesthetic value on behalf of the one emulating Christ's exemplary life. The aesthetic values included
spiritual notions of vigilance, silence, tranquillity, obedience and prayer. The biographical text was written
in the genre of an oration in an encomium style. The concluding sentence of this section, saying that he
'will not permit the good to become devoid of its properties', does not identify what these properties or
internal merit-values comprise of. It is more in the form a philosophical statement that suggests aesthetic

values are present in 'the good'. The Greek word for good, to kalon, was also a prescriptive term for the

sublime and beautiful in creation. Moreover, the word cosmos,okosmos, is a derivative from the Greek

word for good, to kalon, where all of creation was conceived and experienced as aesthetically pleasing.
The 'good' could be substituted for the word aesthetic, in the modern sense of the word: something
artistic, beautiful and stimulating to the senses. The 'good' for Gregory was not only representative of the
aesthetic in creation. What we can deduce from his works is that in addition to the aesthetic qualities of
'the good' it invoked an aesthetic experience. Elsewhere Gregory attributes the epithet of artist,

kallitechnis, to God. It is God the Father working through the Son that is the divine artist behind and
within creation. The act of creation is a synergy between Father and Son: 'As an artist and one who
wisely created'.42 Most references to God as the divine artist make overt claims to rationality and wisdom
as being merit-values infused into the created order.

The overt emphasis that Gregory placed on the good in creation with the inherent values of rationality

[logos] and wisdom [sophia] was a way of offering an appraisal to creation: the recognition that creation is
imbued in the sacredness of Divinity. The Greek word logos carries a multiplicity of meanings that
Gregory was aware of and was able to inscribe into his literary works. It is not by chance that the Greek

word logos functions as a principle criterion in Gregory's aesthetics of theology. In the Greek and

Hellenistic world, the word logos developed a two-sided concept. First, the Greek word logos was



understood as speech, utterance and revelation, not in the sense of something proclaimed, but rather in

that of something displayed, clarified, recognised and understood. Second, we have in view logos as a
metaphysical reality and an established term in philosophy and theology, from which there finally
develops in later antiquity, under alien forces, a cosmological entity and hypostasis of the deity, a

'second god'. Because the word logos constitutes the being of both the cosmos and humanity, it is the
connecting principle which forms the bridge and possibility of understanding.43 Furthermore, the
Neo-Platonism of late antiquity, a philosophical strand that indirectly affects Gregory's literary works
through the writing of Origen of Alexandrian, may indicate the willingness of the poet to incorporate
Hellenistic terminology for his construction of the aesthetics of theology. In Neo-Platonism, the word

logos acts as a shaping power that lends form and life to things and is thus related to the Greek words

for property [eidos] and form [morphe ]. 44 The sacredness of creation was what enabled the poet to
experience the aesthetic in all manifestations of the created order. The aesthetic judgements that
Gregory made in his poetic and rhetorical tests, allows us to re-appreciate the spiritual and theological
dimension of the aesthetic in early patristic writings. The aesthetic was for Gregory a way of connecting
and participating in Divinity. The poet's aesthetic experience was not limited to the perceptual faculties of
humanity; the aesthetic gave a new dimension to how Gregory perceived and experience the beauty of
creation and humanity.
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